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Abstract: Societies in the global North face a future of accelerated ageing. In this context, advanced technology, especially that involving artificial intelligence (AI), is often presented as a natural counterweight to stagnation and decay. While it is a reasonable expectation that AI will play important roles in such societies, the manner in which it affects the lives of older people needs to be discussed. Here I argue that older people should be able to exercise, if they so choose, a right to refuse AI-based technologies, and that this right cannot be purely negative. There is a public duty to provide minimal conditions to exercise such a right, even if majorities in the relevant societies disagree with skeptical attitudes towards technology. It is crucial to recognize that there is nothing inherently irrational or particularly selfish in refusing to embrace technologies that are commonly considered disruptive and opaque, especially when the refusers have much to lose. Some older individuals may understandably decide that they indeed stand to lose a whole world of familiar facts and experiences, competencies built in decades of effort, and autonomy in relation to technology. The current default of investigating older people’s resistance to technology as driven by fear or exaggerated emotion in general, and therefore as something to be managed and extinguished, is untenable.
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1. Preamble

One sunny morning, a couple walking their dog on the shores of the island of Reluctant Republic witnessed something extraordinary. Bright geometrical shapes were growing at the Northwestern horizon, and soon, the shapes became huge ships, which presently dropped anchor not far from the white pebbles of the Beach of No Return. The couple alerted the other islanders, and they gathered to meet the newcomers. By the time the locals elected a welcome committee and descended to the seaside with yesterday’s cookies, the strangers were already inspecting, with poorly disguised skepticism, the unkept pebbles and anachronic shells under their feet.

A polite conversation followed as these strangers spoke fluent Republican, although adorned here and there with Unknown Terms, which they seemed to enjoy greatly, making sure to use at least one per sentence. After meteorological circumstances were exhausted, important things began to be said. It became clear that while the islanders were a people of their rock, the strangers were accustomed to always traveling and calling everywhere home. As their voices began to eclipse those of the locals, darker threads filled the otherwise well-mannered distance between the two groups.

The welcome committee silently reconsidered the concept of welcoming as they learned that these strangers did not see themselves as guests and had no intention of leaving. Pedagogically towering over the local audience, the nomads explained that this was but one more island in a myriad of essentially similar islands and that they intended to finally give it the attention it deserved. They even apologized for the delay—there had always been demand elsewhere, but also a certain failure of the Archives, which for a while,
forgot about the very existence and nature of the Reluctant Republic. Well, past failures were to be fixed. There was a tangible air of self-satisfaction as they expressed their view that, while their lives were many decades-long and relatively painless, and the islanders’ much shorter and often touched by illness, still the locals could now finally live Full and Meaningful lives, which meant lives such as the strangers liked to live. There was, These Days, no need to suffer unkept pebbles and antediluvian shells because so much better was at hand. They pointed to their ships and landing craft, full of lights against the darkening sky, and then they presented their Gifts, accompanying the ceremony with well-weighted click sounds.

Each of the islanders gathered on the shore was given a Device. There was also a clear suggestion that the absentees should get their Devices as soon as possible. The newcomers explained that such Devices were already a Fact of Life on all the other islands, their usefulness nothing short of miraculous. Most needs would soon be satisfied by simply redirecting one’s thoughts to the Device. Escaping from boredom, loneliness, or pain, getting food or medicine, lifting heavy items—the Devices would make all effortless—almost. To enjoy all these Favors, only a small sacrifice of Changing their Ways was required of the locals. Not that at this point, the strangers noted with empathetic smiles, there was much of a choice. They had come to communicate Necessity.

There was silence now, which meant the Sermon was over. The locals smiled back, and then reminded the newcomers the meaning of their island’s name. They said “no”.

Future Historians, missing actual records after this moment, have, as it is well known, been relegated to debating the nature of that refusal. Perhaps it was just an expression of infantile panic in an already decaying society, unable to grasp its predicament or what it was offered. Or was it that other variety of fear, which raises its head recurrently, pretending it is original, each time New Things supersede Old Ways? It could have been worse: not panic, but calm, cold entitlement—privilege being what privilege is. It remains a task for Future Future Historians to investigate why not many of their predecessors thought of Reluctant Republicans as within their Rights when they had said “no” to the strangers.

*  
The sketchy thought experiment above is an invitation to think about old age and technological change in a manner that does not default to delegitimizing rejection of new technology. Indeed, I want to sketch some reasons for looking at such a refusal as a right.

Many details will have to be left out, still, I think a basic picture will become reasonably clear as we go on. This is a picture in which those older individuals who reject digital technology, especially that involving artificial intelligence (AI) (See the next section for a clarification of the term “AI”), may do so as a matter of enjoying a right of refusal which should include at least some minimal positive components. That is to say that this right will generate corresponding obligations that, at least in principle, go beyond letting be. The physiognomy of such obligations should not be confused with what is typically offered as a benefit or indulgence to those older persons that navigate the world of tech with difficulty. They will be obligations stemming from a “no” taken at face value, not the pervasive yes-buttery of institutional and corporate PR; not somewhat larger fonts.

It is worth insisting on taking this kind of refusal seriously to indicate its weight and nature and the injustice of its casual dismissal—which tends to be the rule currently. I should stress, however, that I do not intend to make a sociological point, suggesting, for example, that most older individuals are skeptical about recent technology. The matter is one of principle. Let me explain.

The old are a vast and diverse demographic, not a group or culture in any usable sense. Still, one way to look at old age is as a world of its own—or rather a series of related worlds—within the larger adult society. This need not take sophisticated phenomenological meanings, though there can be little doubt that specific experiences are part of what constitutes such worlds. What the experiences are experiences of should also be included, and this extends to technological implements and the habits sedimented around them. The reader could also think in the admittedly flexible terms of Wittgensteinian “forms of life”.


What matters is that the term “world”, as used here, carries the idea of precarious—and ultimately untenable—autonomy. An autonomy that still needs to be respected, even if it fades. While the process of ageing is, by its very nature, a process of being displaced, of seeing one’s world gradually evaporate, older people, especially in the global North, are now faced with accelerated, and thus potentially brutal, uprooting, driven by technology and associated social mores. In their rapidly ageing societies in which digital technology and tech capital are dominant forces, they face an imperative to adapt by adopting current technologies, especially those driven by AI, into their lives. The question is whether they have a serious claim to a right to ignore or reject this imperative.

The question has to be faced, even if the older people resisting technology are or become a small minority, and even if one is (tacitly) inclined to regard that minority as backward, reactionary, or selfish. Perhaps most older individuals are, in fact, motivated by a sense of belonging to whatever carries the fragrances of youth. Perhaps they truly want to give up the past and its endless trail of broken objects, obsolete technology, and gloomy memories of dead people—and just be creatures of now. If that is the case, then it will likely help, say, to train AI on inclusive, ageism-controlled data sets or to have a robot in the home that is friendly, reliable, and cheap, and to program it to deliver small talk, jokes, and dementia-retarding memory games. Paint as rosy a picture as one may like, it will not, however, realistically eliminate the possibility that some older people will not want to partake in this game. For them, the problem will not be to make technology friendly because they desire no such friend. They do not want it in their world.

The allusion in the story above to colonial aggression dressed as mission civilisatrice should be read in this light. It should be unambiguous that there is a right to resist, to hold on to one’s world. I am aware this is a problematic analogy to make, and it is not my intention to make the application of the concept of colonization cheap or to treat colonization as an off-the-shelf metaphor. Still, I think this may be an imperfect way to focus attention on a particular agglutination of processes. One can ignore the allusion as long as one keeps in mind that these processes involve, simultaneously, displacement and replacement of people and of things invested with meaning, discourses that euphemize loss and mask the exercise of power, and exploitative commercial strategies.

It is part of this logic, for example, that there is a palpable rush to make old age and ageing technological problems with technological solutions, and that it comes with a particularly offensive, bland, chatbot-like discourse of sunlit horizons. Briefly, the old should give up their world for the promise of a better world offered by enlightened younger individuals. The submerged side of this image is less pleasant and usually merely gestured towards. They should give up their world because, like hoarders, they live among ruins that inconvenience the neighbors. They should give up their world because, frankly, their property rights expired last year—no country for old men—and they should not be squeamish about what the generosity of others leaves them with. They should let go because that is absolution from the sin of becoming a burden.

This is morally scandalous, not because no older person would naturally want to embrace new things, including AI-driven technology, with all its advantages and drawbacks. Again, perhaps most would, and who is to doubt their reasons? Nonetheless, this amounts to imposition from the exterior because what counts as reasonable choice is predefined. One knows from the outset and the outside what is rational and admirable and what is not. What a good life looks like in its final episodes. One should want to get old like that tanned guy climbing the Himalayas, his smartwatch glimmering in the thin air, not like that grumpy fellow dusting 1980s magazines in a small apartment. Whoever does not want that is to be educated because it must be, in the final analysis, a version of ignorance that motivates their refusal.

I think there is a right to resist this possibly benevolent remaking of old age, and that it is substantial. Older people have a right to refuse technologies that other individuals—including overwhelming majorities in a given society—think are helpful, safe, easy to use, efficient, cost-saving, life-saving, unavoidable-given-the-context, etc. The old have this
right even if, by others’ lights, they are misinformed, selfish, or unreasonable in their refusal. They have this right even if, in practice, there are no means to currently satisfy it adequately (it cannot be a purely negative right).

This is a risky proposition, and I think it is best to lay it out without the usual hedging, even if I will not be able to provide it with a full defense here. The sketch that I do present is meant to at least erode the “certainties” that paint especially AI-driven technology as a natural ally of old age. I proceed as follows: I begin from afar by discussing general attitudes toward technology, especially the relation between fear and rejection of technology. Fearing technology may be a poor reason to resist it, but not all refusal should be attributed to fear. I then focus on issues generated by technologies that use AI and a series of reasons that older people may invoke to resist AI. I will suggest that proposed remedies to the drawbacks of AI, such as safeguarding fair representation in datasets, do not justify making such technologies quasi-mandatory. Representation is one thing, participation is something else. A right to refuse participation should not be understood, at least in the case of older people, as merely protection from interference. I will present a brief defense of a positive right to refuse AI-driven technology, that is, a right that will involve putting in place some minimal provisions for refusers. To put things into perspective, I will conclude with a set of analogies, which invite comparison between refusal of technology by older people and situations such as refusal of medical treatment or refusal of technology for religious reasons.

2. Refusal of Technology as Rational Attitude

One typical perspective from which resistance to (or refusal of) technology is discussed merges social science and social engineering. The default and often tacit starting point assumes that the benefits of technology are obvious, therefore, resistance is (1) something to be explained—a scientific task—and (2) something to be managed and overcome—a social engineering task. Models of “technology acceptance” such as the Technology Acceptance Model—TAM [1], the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology—UTAUT [2], or the Technology Readiness Index—TRI [3] are generally deployed following this logic. Within and beyond such schemata, behavior is generally modeled in order to facilitate acceptance or mitigate resistance. Bluntly put, rejection of technology is something to be extinguished. Understanding resistance as justified, and thus as a way of acting with a legitimate claim to endure, is comparatively rare. This is even more so in the case of populations suspected of ignorance or excessive emotionality, such as the old or the ill.

Here are a few run-of-the-mill examples:

“In the Knowledge, Attitude, and Practice Model (KAP), knowledge is the base, belief is a motivator, and the formation and changing of behaviors is the ultimate goal. We design a subjects-centered program that starts with lots of hands-on, engaging, game-like experiments to inspire learning motivation, improve subject knowledge, and overcome technophobia.” [4]

“Resistance to new technologies or procedures should be recognized by medical professionals and their customers. Once recognized, these forms of resistance can be overcome by carefully planned and appropriate interventions.” [5]

“[N]on-digital adults seemed to experience computer-related anxiety, making them feel technophobic or unconfident regarding digital solutions. In other words, their inclusivity in digital living is inadequate and likely affects their quality of life. […] Future development of this research will involve […] formulation of innovative educational and clinical pathways.” [6]

“We need to ensure that older adults understand the multiple benefits of [mobile-assisted language learning] for their lives, as for seniors to adopt an innovation, those benefits must outweigh the effort required to learn using it.” [7]

This is all reasonable as an expression of a general stance. The assumption that technology is a force of good is largely justified, historically, and the questioning of technological progress ad nauseam is a dangerous vice. Nonetheless, it would be equally delusional
to imagine that all technological developments are inherently benign or that any agenda hitching a ride on them is itself a manifestation of progress. Some innovations are bound to generate disruptions and risks, and digital technology, especially in the form of AI, seems to belong in this category. There is thus nothing irrational, as things stand, in rejecting it, not that this is, or should be, everyone’s preferred choice. Indeed, there are good reasons, including age-specific good reasons, to refuse to join the trend. I will return to this shortly.

There is then the graver danger posed by grander ideas associated with such hazardous technologies. Engineering acceptance of technology has the potential to save communities or to make them thrive. It can also develop nasty prescriptive habits. For example, persistently helping older people overcome putative technophobia may begin to look suspiciously similar to requiring them to use technologies and devices against their judgment and will. Circumventing their agency by overdiagnosing fear and ignorance cannot be defensible, especially since what they are asked to sacrifice is not nothing. A world with no cash, no paper documents, and no cashiers, no call center operators and no taxi drivers, little privacy and little physical presence may be, for some demographics, a world—their world—erased. I suspect it is so for numerous older people, and individuals in other age groups may share their perspective.

One can take note of obvious facts, such as the challenge posed by the abrupt ageing in the global North [8], and have little illusions about advanced technology, in the form of AI, becoming ubiquitous and permeating old age [9–12], without accepting the imposition of norms in such matters. Prescriptions, including an imperative to embrace technology, are to be discussed in their own terms and logic; they cannot be mere conclusions from facts. Even if the right of refusal that I defend here turns out to be permanently infringed upon, for example, due to financial constraints, reminding ourselves of such bracketed rights will still have its uses. It could, for example, help older people negotiate better terms in their surrender to the promises of digital apparatchiks and the whims of tech bros.

If one must, one could also describe my argument as an invitation to reframe refusal of technology from an attitude largely motivated by fear in a context of ignorance (an emotion, therefore, a token of irrationality) to one which may as well be a valid conclusion from commonsense beliefs and desires (as rational as any commonly held position reached by inference). Reframing would mean that one does not start from problematizing rejection but actually looks at the reasons that motivate it, assuming instead that one deals with rational adults in the exercise of their rights and in the possession of their cognitive faculties.

This is not to deny the fear of technology in the old. What I meant above by its “overdiagnosis” is the tendency to understate the importance of the following fact: One may fear technology and have good reasons to fear it and have other good reasons, besides fear, to reject it. While technophobia in the old continues to be extensively researched, e.g., [6,13–17], some researchers have noted that the assumption of fear may be part of a stereotypical portrayal of the old, and thus a driver of ageism [18,19], and others have suggested that older individuals are not always more anxious or passive about technology than younger people [20–22]. Moreover, the literature does provide evidence of utilitarian reasons for adopting technology, such as its (perceived) usefulness or ease of use [23–26] which ipso facto are also reasons to reject technology. Perhaps even more interesting, and less researched, are what one may call ideological or value-based reasons to refuse technology.

Resistance to technology for ideological reasons may be thought of as a spectrum, ranging from token gestures, such as digitally advertising one’s imminent absconding on a digital detox retreat, to more active or militant “digital disconnection” [27–29], which can emphasize responsible decision-making [27,30] and take unmistakably political forms [31,32]. While the latter topic/phenomenon concerns mostly digital media, it seems safe in this context to extrapolate to the technological ecosystem that underlies digital media, AI now included. After all, disconnection sometimes means refusing even the relevant physical devices. For example, Rosenberg and Vogelman-Natan [33] have described “ideologists”
among mobile phone refusers. One could compare this with older attempts to modify or domesticate devices, as was the case with the so-called “kosher phone” [34].

Older people may themselves be among such dissenters, or they can be ideological opponents on different lines. Probably their refusal is more often shaped by their relative powerlessness rather than by militantism. Older individuals tend to have less of a public voice, less money and powerful connections, less tech and media savviness, and less good health to focus on campaigning. Even under this assumption, one needs to take seriously the possibility of a refusal driven by fundamental ideas and values that are reasonable, not extreme or bizarre.

Are then the reasons that some older individuals may invoke to refuse digital technology, and especially AI, good reasons? Let us focus specifically on AI in its current understanding, i.e., deep learning software that is based on neural network architectures and which capitalizes on advancements in processing power and the availability of massive data sets to establish and manipulate patterns, with applications such as natural language processing or artificial vision. Large language models (LLMs) are currently a topic of popular discussion, but AI applications are already legion, from client service chatbots to autonomous vehicles, from visual background fillers to medical diagnostic systems. Future developments are likely to be more powerful and challenging.

Other generations have, of course, faced technological changes in their time, but the pressure to adapt experienced nowadays is, in an important sense, unprecedent, when it involves AI-driven technologies. This has to do with the pace, pervasiveness, and power of technology, but more to the point with its very nature. Living with tech takes a different meaning when, quite literally, that implies sharing a world with things that have an agency of their own or even deferring to the agency of those things. Great expectations and dystopic sci-fi scenarios aside, older opponents could invoke problems, such as the following:

1. **Opacity**
   
   The very nature of AI, in the sense sketched above, implies that its workings are opaque. They allow for mathematical description, but this is not typically translatable in common terms. How an AI system does its thing will remain, in this sense, incomprehensible even to its programmers. One can compare witnessing oneself speak and thinking of what one’s brain may be doing in the background to “support” speaking. The latter may be described in neurobiological terms but remains opaque to an ordinary observer and impossible to translate in “folk psychological” terms. It is in such terms that we become transparent to each other and extending them to agents that are completely unlike ourselves is problematic, to say the least. Thus, one cannot claim to comprehend how, e.g., a generative AI system works just by interacting with it—that is, from its behavior. Its use of language may be very human-like, but its workings will still be opaque.

   AI opaqueness poses obvious challenges when decisions reached by, or with the help of, AI systems have major consequences. Thus, opaqueness is often discussed in the medical context [35–38] or in the context of autonomous driving [39,40]. It should be clear, however, that opaqueness is a general issue inherent in this kind of technology. As such, it is a legitimate ground to resist AI-based applications. Typically, people prefer to know why other agents behave as they do and do their best to reduce opacity. This is a meaningless effort with AI agents. To be told, for example, that GPT-4 works by adjusting 1.76 trillion parameters will do nothing in this respect. It is thus perfectly comprehensible that some people will be skeptical about a technology they cannot, as a matter of principle, understand. Sociologically, perhaps more older people will see things this way, but this has nothing to do with older individuals being incompetent about technology. Indeed, it may reflect a firmer grasp on what AI is and is not.

2. **Bias**

   AI, in its current conceptualization, is software that learns from very large collections of data—mostly text but also images and other formats. Aside from how learning algorithms themselves are designed, what is present in the datasets from which AI learns is crucial.
Misrepresentations and biases in the data, especially if they are prevalent, are likely to be perpetuated in the autonomous behavior of the AI, sometimes in less than obvious manners. Worries have been raised, for example, in matters related to gender bias [41–43] or racial profiling [44–46].

Predictably, the same kind of concern can be taken as object bias in the form of ageism. Indeed, there are analyses that problematize the development of AI technologies from the standpoint of the representation of old people and old age [47,48]. If older people are not adequately represented in datasets, or their traces are peripheral, then AI will, by necessity, be blind or biased toward these individuals. The opacity of function discussed above, and the added actuarial opacity of dataset acquisition and management and training procedures for AI aggravate this problem. An emerging field—critical datasets studies—is targeting precisely this area [49], as is the expanding debate on AI ageism [50,51]—a division of the larger digital ageism literature [52].

Older people may thus reject AI because of proven and probable biases directed against them—an age-specific reason for refusal. They would, moreover, be entitled to be skeptical about proposed remedies. Even curated datasets will likely be curated beyond their control by entities and people who do not share their station in life. How responsible corporate and state behavior can be in such matters remains an open question, given the intense competition [53], the sheer volume of data, in which even pirated books of famous authors can get lost [54], and the incentives to allow as much data as possible in datasets—even the open internet, with its armies of trolls [55]. This is admittedly only the darker half of a more nuanced image. On the very optimistic assumption that all these issues will be fixed and representation will be adequate, older people may still justifiably refuse participation. More on this below.

3. Cost

I have mentioned above utilitarian reasons for embracing or rejecting technology. If, for example, a technology is hard to use or has a steep learning curve, that will enter a cost-benefit analysis and may lead, justifiably, to rejection. One could reply that AI only makes the digital world more accessible and intuitive. Using natural language instead of programming languages to interact with devices is a prime example thereof. Perhaps, but cost can have a more age-specific meaning. Learning is more difficult for older people, and what may seem intuitive to a “prompt engineer” could be confusing for another person. The same goes for “affordable,” “easy,” “fun,” “safe,” “reliable” etc. Even the psychological cost of accepting change, or the need to learn, may be substantial since it will involve accepting interactions with autonomous artificial agents.

There is then a simpler and deeper question to ask in this context. Why should an older person use her or his time, of all things, for an effort to understand and live with the latest tech? There is a trivial answer to that: because societies are making it increasingly hard to do otherwise. But the question is not intended to be trivial. As one ages, time takes different meanings. Its finite character becomes conspicuous. One needs to preserve a life of sense in a shrinking and eventually collapsing bubble of time. For some older individuals, investing their last decades in something that matters to them could mean something else than adapting to a world changed by AI to being second-rate cogs in a machinery they have no control over. If one has fewer or no second chances, trudging toward something irrelevant will have incalculable costs.

4. Loss

AI is routinely recognized as disruptive, and often, this is done in a celebratory fashion, as if breaking things were the royal road to progress. An example is the legion of reports on the future of work in which the potentially massive loss of employment is treated as an acceptable nuisance [56–58]. As per above, change has costs, but costs are not distributed equally. Vulnerable categories carry most of them. How believable can empathy and concern be when, for example, some of the last stable, skilled, and well-paying professions for blue-collar workers (long-haul driver, welder, etc.) are marked for elimination?
In the case of older people, things more fundamental than a job are at stake, so it would be euphemistic to talk merely about costs. AI is already in the process of remaking most of their experiences: how they communicate with others, how they shop and pay utilities, how they manage their finances, how they get their news, how they vote, how they travel, how they access healthcare services, how they are assisted at home or in a home. A whole world is being replaced, which means a whole world is lost. This is not to claim that the lost world was better—which would be meaningless rather than false—but it is to claim that it was home to those who built it. A loss of this magnitude cannot be simply brushed aside, even when those same older people have been persuaded to be polite about it in public. It is reason enough to refuse to partake in what replaces one’s native habitat, especially when one is fragile and cannot conjure any immovable objects in the path of change.

5. Worldview

There could be many other sensible motives for older people to reject AI-based technology. I will only add one more here, as an extension to the discussion above and as a potential umbrella category for a variety of ideological reasons. Older people may not only mourn their word. They may also actively dislike what AI is doing to the new world and to humanity. What could justify such a perspective? The same grounds that justify it for younger critics. They may suspect that AI is contributing to the loss of privacy and individuality, that it widens already pathological differences in wealth and chances, that it is aggravating political polarization, that it transforms democracies into empty, procedural hulls, that it weakens bargaining positions for most employees, that it invites epidemic deskilling, that it dehumanizes interactions, and that it blurs moral and legal responsibilities. These are all debatable claims, but they are not outlandish. Some have even been defended by tech moguls [59], who have much less to lose if this kind of criticism is true. Now, if such views carry weight when they are expressed by other demographics and by self-proclaimed leaders, they should also be taken seriously when voiced by the old.

None of these reasons is conclusive in the sense of justifying a rejection of AI and related technology across contexts. But that was not the point. What needs to be rejected is only the default construal of older refusers of technology as individuals dominated by childish fears that can be alleviated with a quick dose of adult supervision. Refusal of AI—by this demographic, and by others, for both age-specific and general reasons—is, in principle, as rational as any other common attitude toward technology. It is not its faulty rationality that makes it a minority position—assuming that that is indeed the case.

Even as a minority view, this stance toward current technology is worthy of protection. Democracies are protective of even obviously false ideas when those ideas are important to people and not a grave danger to others. No one would thus deny that an attitude that could as well be right has the right to manifest itself and endure. To defend a right to refuse AI may accordingly seem redundant. There is no gun held to anybody’s head. Young or old, just walk away and ignore the tech, no one will stop you. What this rejoinder expresses is a presumably undisputed negative right. However, even this negative right is already being eroded, and, more importantly, it is not the kind of right democracies should establish in this area. What is needed is a positive right to refuse technologies such as AI.

3. A Positive Right to Refuse AI-Based Technology

In his classic essay on negative and positive liberty, Isaiah Berlin contemplates the dangers of a positive conception of liberty pushed by the darker currents of a rationalist conception of human beings. If negative liberty is liberty-from, and, as such, tries to define areas of non-interference, positive liberty is liberty-to—and may come to mean liberty to behave rationally, even against one’s will or wishes. One may be freed from oneself, if need be, by those who have self-declared privileged access to one’s rational core. The question has been historically recognized and acted upon

“of how, in practice, men were to be made rational in this way. Clearly, they must be educated. For the uneducated are irrational, heteronomous, and need to be coerced, if
only to make life tolerable for the rational if they are to live in the same society and not be compelled to withdraw to a desert or some Olympian height. But the uneducated cannot be expected to understand or co-operate with the purposes of their educators” [60]

I have, in fact, borrowed above from this classical liberal preference for a negative conception of liberty when I criticized the view of older people as ignorant, child-like, and in need of education. A discussion in terms of kinds of rights is not equivalent to one in terms of kinds of liberty, but the distinctions are not fundamental in this context. We can approximate negative liberty as the enjoyment of negative rights, with more or less the same equation for positive rights.

Is there a negative right to refuse technology? As already mentioned, I take this as generally undisputed, perhaps with some provisos. As with all rights, this cannot be seen as absolute but as balanced by other rights and by the rights of others. For example, individuals with a history of violent offenses may be coerced to wear tracking devices in order to enforce the right of others to be free from violence. Such exceptions aside, democratic societies have not, historically, made technologies mandatory. Opting out may be hard or frowned upon, but it is not forbidden, even in cases where there may be consequences for others. An individual may, for instance, routinely refuse a technology that can save her or his life, such as a pacemaker, even if this can marginally raise the risk for others, as in the situation of having a heart attack while operating machinery. In the specific case of older people refusing AI-driven technology, even this presumably benign and established negative right seems to be challenged.

It is not that life is made difficult for those who refuse technology. This is certainly the case, but it has to do with the positive right to refuse technology, which I will discuss below. What may lead to an infringement of the negative right is the fact that older people are not, in fact, left alone. Refusal in their case is seen, as I suggested already, as a legitimate area of public intervention. This can range from research grants for academics to education and training programs, persuasion campaigns, introducing infrastructure in the relevant communities, or creating institutions and bureaucracies tasked with preparing the growing elderly population for life with tech. As well intended as all these may be, they may have the combined effect of cornering those older persons who simply want no part in this. It may be too strong to call this an infringement of rights, but I think it is clear that the private space for refusal is gradually eroded.

Let us now turn to what is inherently more contentious. Is there also a positive right to refuse technology? This would mean that, in addition to not interfering in cases of refusal, there are also obligations to provide proper conditions for refusal—to make it, for example, an affordable choice. Many political and legal thinkers have been skeptical of positive rights. Berlin, in the example above, expresses a moderate position, but it is not unheard of to simply dismiss such rights [61] or to reject them in context [62]. Still, most positions admit that at least some rights have positive components, i.e., they entail obligations to act, for example, obligations to protect and help [63]. Should this be the case with the right to refuse technology?

I suggest that we look at this question through the lens of a metaphor I used above, that of older individuals being natives of a world or collection of worlds. I think these are worlds worthy of a level of minimal protection since contemporary tech, and especially AI, threatens to erase these worlds while their natives are still alive. It is not enough to refrain from interfering because that will make refusal of technology unbearably costly or reduce it to a merely theoretical possibility. Societies should be active in preserving the worlds of the old to a reasonable extent for at least the following reasons:

1. Older people have a right to be at home in the world

Older individuals are world-builders, not free-riders in the word of the young. One may be critical of outdated ways of life, anachronistic ideas, or unfashionable technologies. Still, one has to recognize that all these are fruits of work and embodiments of meaning. They are also part of what continues to give meaning to the lives of some older persons by keeping realities minimally familiar. Societies should recognize the importance of this
fact, as they do, for example, in the case of archaic (sub)cultures, such as the “uncontacted peoples” of the Amazon.

What could this mean in practical terms? Should older individuals be entitled to ask, for example, that landlines and rotary dial phones be maintained on taxpayers’ money? Struggling to make things sound absurd may backfire. For example, landlines still have their advantages, especially in emergency situations. We are not, in fact, in the dark when it comes to positive rights of this kind, and we have conceptual frameworks, such as intergenerational justice [64], that could be extended to deal with distributive arrangements between, as it were, contemporary generations. Societies generally provide what they, in a context, think is reasonable or what different parties regard as an acceptable compromise. In this case, they may provide or maintain familiar alternatives to AI-driven technology. For example, they may make it easy for older people to speak directly to a person when contacting utility companies instead of forcing them to interact with a chatbot. They may provide the option of not having one’s medical data fed into AI systems—for diagnostic, insurance, or other purposes. Or they may set a default of accessing basic online services, such as messaging, email, or search engines, without data being collected for further analysis by, or training for, AI algorithms. Nothing exotic or enormously costly needs to happen to have a positive right of refusal in place and then to adjust it to accommodate everybody’s interests.

2. Older people are vulnerable and deserve support

Provisions such as those suggested above may even be general desiderata, things that not only older people may want to claim as a right. Societies, however, do not have limitless resources. Some positive rights will have a narrow scope, and they will only be enforced for the most vulnerable, for those who have the most to lose, and for those who are most deserving. Old age matters here as a proxy for vulnerability, and there may be other vulnerable categories in the context of social change driven by technology. To vary examples, take the phenomenon of “cashless exclusion” [65,66]. The old are affected, as are the poor, the least educated, migrants, and other categories. Ideally, something will be done for all those affected, but that may not be feasible. If the latter is the case, one will need to consider unpleasant questions, such as “who is hurt the most?”, or “who is more worthy of support?”. I want, thus, to leave it open whether rejection of technology, specifically of AI, should be protected for every kind of refuser.

In a scenario of scarcity—which tends to be the rule—it is important to understand that older people have important things to lose. Short time is precious time. And a whole world, built in long decades, is not a bagatelle. As sensitive as the issue may be, one also needs to stress that they are at least as deserving of support as other vulnerable categories. Those long decades have, after all, been spent laying the foundations for the relatively long, healthy, and prosperous lives which continue to be the rule in the global North.

3. Preserving the world of the old does not hurt others

Ridiculous entitlement sometimes paints older people indiscriminately as close to intolerable. These persons have been lifelong polluters and oppressors, and they continue to be simpletons (xenophobic, technophobic, chronophobic). This version of ageism needs to be denounced, not answered. Still, some worries about accommodating older refusers of technology need to be taken seriously. Is not preserving a world for the old, with its obsolete trinkets, hurting others? Is not refusing technologies of proven effectiveness ipso facto an antisocial action? Antisocial attitudes cannot be elevated to the status of rights.

It is true that positive rights entail costs for others. Fulfilling a legitimate obligation and being hurt are different things, however. Providing familiar alternatives to AI technology for some older people will not deprive affluent societies of a future. What would be provided for is not the exercise of risky or violent behavior or of hurtful attitudes. It is simply the partial continuation of benign forms of life for those who prefer it. Moreover, this needs to be properly contextualized. In the relevant societies, many clearly risky and even hurtful behaviors are protected. Often, this is done to avoid worse outcomes, as is
the case with providing clean needles to drug users or with police cordons for neo-Nazi marches. Otherwise, ways of doing things are protected because, bluntly put, some people like them. Some European highways have no speed limits, despite the elevated pollution this causes; some towns make room for noisy music festivals, even if many locals protest the noise. Older people refusing a technology with debatable credentials should not be treated worse than troublesome drug users or petrolheads.

There may be good reasons to criticize the refusal of AI, especially by people susceptible to loneliness and illness. Some may label it irrational, and this may be true in some cases, even if I presented some reasons against this being generally true. But a positive right for older persons to refuse AI should not depend on what others think of their rationality. Older people refusing technology, even if irrationally, are not on par with, say, antivaxxers. Irrational behavior in such a case is a danger to others because it threatens herd immunity. There is no danger to society as a whole if some older people continue their lives without AI. It is implausible, in any case, that irrationality can be attributed to a majority of older refusers as if this were a case of folie à plusieurs.

4. Some Analogies

I will conclude by looking at a few other situations of technology rejection. The case of AI-driven technologies that are de facto imposed on older individuals will be clearer against this background, in the sense that the pedagogical stance that propels prescriptions here will look particularly dubious. The relevant situations are those, as already suggested, in which resisting particular technologies does not amount to a danger to or an infringement of the rights of others. These others, even if displeased, have accordingly no grounds to make life harder for the people who resist technology.

I begin the analogies with cases that are both structurally close to that of older people refusing AI-driven technology and also relatively straightforward morally, and then I look at an extreme example. The omnipresence of technology may obscure from the public discourse the fact that there are minorities who resist it. These can be religious minorities, such the Amish in the United States, or ideological minorities, who are critical of technology, for principled but non-religious reasons and act accordingly in decisive manners. I have already mentioned such ideological refusers in Section 2 above. They may practice systematic disconnection or refuse to own devices, such as smartphones, to the extent that their worries are mainly related to digital tech. Of course, other kinds of worries and other ideological inclinations may lead to the rejection of other technologies. One may refuse to own a car or to travel by plane due to ecological considerations.

To keep the analogies relevant, the situation of such groups needs to be distinguished from a more pervasive phenomenon, which I have already mentioned. For obvious reasons having to do with the metabolism of popular media, critical behavior that is far more limited in scope and substance, such as digital detox, is more visible publicly than serious refusal. This is part of a long tradition that has mixed diluted skepticism about dominant media and technology and the allure of the real and authentic—i.e., unmediated—life [29]. Self-centered fads are not relevant to our discussion.

1. Refusing technology on religious grounds

Religious grounds for refusing technology may be a sensitive topic, but even in a schematic discussion, some distinctions can be made. It would not do to accept just any justification of anti-technology or, far worse, anti-scientific attitudes that calls itself religious or faith-based. Romantizing bizarre beliefs and the fringe movements they stir is an ordinary intellectual sin that may lead to extraordinarily costly consequences. What is generally protected in democratic societies is the way of life of functional communities, which are not particularly dangerous or violent internally or externally. To take the example above, the Amish obviously count as such a community. Even their rejection of technology has nuances since they are negotiating their relationship with technology in the light of their values, being selective and sometimes disagreeing about options [67–70]. Outsiders may reasonably be critical of Amish values and choices, but it would not be reasonable
to limit the exercise of such choices. This community is clearly not of a kind with, say, a suicide sect. One could add here other well-known examples, such as ultra-Orthodox Jews [71].

Older people who refuse technology are not a marginal religious group, and it would be ridiculous to think of them as sharing, globally or within one culture, a small set of values. Still, their reasons for rejecting technology may be, to a certain extent, analogous to those of religious groups. For example, the rejection may be based on matters of principle or on the perception that important values, such as privacy and personal autonomy, are threatened by technology, particularly by AI. Closer to what I have suggested above, older individuals may feel that their world, the aggregation of the familiar facts of their experience of a lifetime and of a certain way of life, is endangered, and they may act to preserve it. They may even do it explicitly, thinking of themselves as part of fading or past communities. In doing this, older individuals may, in fact, be in a worse position than an organized religious community. This, as I explained above, should be part of the reasoning when deciding on a positive right to refuse technology scaled to the needs and situation of older refusers.

2. Refusing medical treatment

The right to refuse medical treatment is sometimes discussed together with the right to die [72], but I want to separate them here. Some authors have stressed similar distinctions for other reasons, for example, to detach a rather consensual right to refuse treatment from problematic positive components, sometimes described dramatically as “a right to be killed” [73]. To keep things clearer and in a certain progression, it is best for now to consider cases in which death is not a likely direct outcome in the short or medium term of a decision to go against medical advice and refuse treatment.

As with the case of religious refusal, caution is needed here to avoid situations in which others may be hurt and to set an appropriate bar for justification. Refusing treatment is sometimes likely to harm others. The obvious case here is vaccination. Preventing contagious diseases cannot be a purely personal decision since prevention, by definition, works only if a majority of people get vaccines. Other examples can be added in which refusing medication makes one more likely to be dangerous to others (which may be the case with a minority of psychotic patients) or in which refusal to wear medical devices impairs one’s professional performance, which puts others at risk. If one is at risk of serious arrhythmia, one may need to wear an implantable cardioverter defibrillator, if one wants to drive.

Refusal of birth control is an interesting example of resisting medical intervention. Experts may, for example, recommend IUDs, but the rate of acceptance may still be low due to personal concerns, culture, or level of education [74–76]. This may be unreasonable from the point of view of health experts, but obviously, mandatory, invasive procedures, especially related to reproduction, should be out of the question in a sane society. Maintaining and offering easy access to alternatives are ways to achieve similar prosocial aims.

An example that overlaps with our topic is the refusal of diagnosis or treatment planning by AI. A recent debate in the literature [77,78] has emphasized that resisting the involvement of AI in medical matters is justified, the point of disagreement being the nature of reasons that constitute the justification. Ploug and Holm have emphasized different kinds of rational reasons that patients may give for their refusal, whereas de Miguel Beriain has suggested that values such as personal autonomy should be taken as decisive, also noting limitations to the right of refusal (e.g., because of potential harm to others). Other researchers have shown that patients are reluctant to accept AI, trusting it less than doctors, even when it issued similar recommendations [79]. Trust may not be a fully rational matter, but we do allow it to play a major role in our affairs routinely. There is no reason to deny its importance in medicine.

Medical intervention is a deeply personal area, and the fragility brought by illness adds a layer of care and concern in such matters. Refusal of treatment, including that which specifically involves technologies, devices, and impersonal data handling, is to be seen in this light. The similarities to a (partly overlapping) refusal by some older persons to use
AI-based tech run quite deep. In the latter case too, preserving autonomy is crucial in a state of increased vulnerability—for reasons that are both general and situation-specific. Recognizing the patient as a decision-maker will typically not be equivalent to adopting a non-interference position. Some positive elements, such as the provision of alternatives, where these are available at reasonable costs, will be in the cards. It should be the same with older people who are skeptical of AI technology beyond its medical applications.

3. Refusing to prolong one’s life

It may seem sinister to discuss the right to die in an essay on ageing and technology, but perhaps such an extreme example will provide useful context. My goal here is not to defend a substantive position regarding the right to die but to very briefly explore the analogy between this putative, controversial right and something which should be much less contentious in retrospect—the right to refuse AI technology.

Without digressing further, I should remind the reader that this has traditionally been, for good reasons, a territory perceived with revulsion or worse. One could point to a locus classicus, such as Kant’s condemnation of suicide—contra the Stoics he otherwise admired—or one could be sympathetic to the arguments of those who consider the very expression “the right to die” contradictory [72]. Whatever one may think on this topic, I think it is worth exploring whether such a putative right could have positive elements to it on the assumption that there is a right to die to begin with. If one accepts the assumption, it may be sensible to see the right to die as not a purely negative right. Bluntly put, this is because, presumably, societies would not want people who choose to exercise this right to end their lives miserably. We arguably have a shared interest in preserving the dignity of even those who have taken radical, private decisions (which do not inherently harm others, as per above).

Let us focus on a few narrowly circumscribed situations in which obligations seem to have a more solid grounding. Doron [80] has discussed the particular case of the right to die at home, suggesting that, without some positive components, it would tend to be nominal or void of content. Kompatsiari [81] has discussed the more stringent case of those wishing but incapable of committing suicide due to extremely debilitating illnesses in their final stages. The author argues that this is a situation in which the denial of a positive right to die would amount to the imposition of an obligation to live. Such an obligation, unless emanating from a religious or metaphysical prior commitment, is hard to defend. In other words, looking at the right to die as entailing only non-intervention or omission has consequences, which at least locally, with people in extreme situations, approach moral bankruptcy.

If, in such an extreme case, some societies are inclined to affirm certain (public) duties, then perhaps we will find ourselves less skeptical about a positive right of old people to pursue a life divorced from the dominant technologies of the day. Therefore, putting in place an infrastructure for choices about technology, including refusal, should be in the cards. Refusing AI is a lesser sin than refusing life, it should be forgiven accordingly.

5. Conclusions

Old age is not a second childhood. This is a platitude that seems to be permanently bracketed by both old customs and modern crises. To it, one may add another platitude: technological developments are not implacable forces of nature, but the results of human ingenuity—and human decisions. The development of disruptive technologies, as is the case currently with AI, is not on par with gravity. How we arrange our life with AI is thus not a given but a result of ongoing negotiations. Even declarations that AI should be embraced by everybody—or else—are part of such negotiations. They can and should be opposed.

To the list of reasonable positions regarding older people in old societies and the advent of AI, we should add one that maintains a robust right of refusal of AI. Perhaps only a small minority of older persons will choose to exercise this right. The Reluctant Republic may be tiny. But that does not make its potential oppression or erasure a forgivable injustice.
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